BIBLIOGRAPHY GUIDELINES

A Bibliography is a detailed, alphabetical list of **ALL** sources used in the research and preparation of an assignment, essay or other research topic.

You need a bibliography to:
- Acknowledge the author/s of the work/s you have used and give credit where it is due. (Plagiarism is the use of the work of others as one’s own, without referencing its source or attributing it to its intellectual proprietor).
- Provide details on where you sourced your information.
- Allow any facts or information you have used to be checked and verified where needed.
- Determine currency of resources used by inclusion of date.

One method of citing resources is as follows:
Please note for hand written bibliographies please **underline** the title.

**Print Citations:**

For books with one author-

For books with two authors-

For books with more than three authors-

For books with no author but an editor-

For encyclopaedias-

For magazines and newspapers-
Magazine article:
Newspaper article (no author named):

**Electronic Citations:**

WWW resources.
Author. (Date of publication). Title. [Online]. Available: URL [date of access].